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Out of the medical-model two-gender box
and into the fire of the Boston FTM Conference -
a call for inclusion and unity

by Bet Power, founder and director of the East Coast Female-to-Male Group
and curator of the Sexual Minorities Archives

I am a non-hormone, non-operative female-to-male transsexual, heterosexual in my orientation. I have
been processing my transsexualism since 1980.1 had a four-year friendship with Lou Sullivan in the late
1980's, and I founded the East Coast FTM Group (ECFTMG) in March 1992, after Lou died. I have
spoken extensively on FTM tg/ts at colleges in New England, at Pride marches, and before supportive
organizations. 1 also continue to develop sizable holdings on transgender within the Sexual Minorities
A r c h i v e s .

Group history ECFTMG was the first all-FTM group on the East Coast, preceded only by The Adam
Society, a discussion group that met occasionally at IFGE in Waltham, MA from 1989 to 1991. ECFTMG
originally met in both the Boston area and in Northampton, and later centralized its meetings in
Northampton, a very queer town located in the western part of Massachusetts, 100 miles west of Boston.
ECFTMG is the longest-standing FTM group on the East Coast - it has met continuously for 5 Vz years and
has always included the full spectrum of FTMs and our partners, with programming for post-ops, pre-ops,
non-ops, gender blended, crossdressers, and partners. Our meetings bring together brothers from all of the
New England states, from New York and New Jersey, as well as more local guys from Massachusetts.
Notwithstanding its proud history, ECFTMG has nevertheless been excluded from the Boston FTM
Conference upcoming in August.

Personal history I have decided to continue to enhance my masculinity through natural means, without
chemicals or surgeiy . I have many reasons for this decision: among them, spiritual, physical, financial,
moral, emotional,, and political reasons. My decision came gradually and carefully and is personal to me. I
support my FTM brothers who have chosen to medically transition, and I support other brothers like me
who have chosen a different path and view. I was blessed to have been close to Lou as my first FTM
contact because he taught me not only about owning my true spirit, but also about 100% inclusion of all
FTM transgendered as brothers in the community he worked so hard to begin. Just read any of the first few
years' issues of the FTM newsletter (out of SF and Oakland), and you will find Lou tirelessly answering
letters from FTMs in a constant spirit of nonjudgmental inclusion and unity. He knew it was our only
chance at achieving rights and respect in this society - to be one, to include crossdressers to transsexuals, to
let nothing divide our FTM brotherhood.

Today, notwithstanding my personal efforts, I feel brokenhearted because I am not allowed to
participate in the leadership and organization of the Boston FTM Conference. Perhaps you feel the
same sense of shock as I do, that this has happened. It never should have. Here are the facts:

March-April In March, when 1 became aware the conference was going forward on the East Coast, 1 was
excited about its nearby location and spoke with Mykael and Jeannette Hawley, who are part of the
conference steering committee. It was apparent to me that leadership meetings had been held and that we at
ECFTMG had not been informed of these meetings. Conference planning had already gone quite a
distance, at this point. I told Jeannette and Mykael that I wanted ECFTMG to be actively involved, that 1
wanted to be part of the steering committee, and that I wanted to present and coordinate two workshops at
the conference - one on "Transnatural: the FTM path without hormones or surgery;" the other,
"Reclaiming our own from lesbian literature and history." Initially, in March, my availability got a cool,
non-supportive response from Mykael and Jeannette. As conference planning proceeded in April, I again
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